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“Charlie to accompany me to enjoy the cherry blossoms?” 

Hearing Nanako’s words, charlie couldn’t help but feel longing in his heart. 

Dressed in red Xiuhe’s Nanako, and matched with pink and white cherry blossoms in 
the sky, although I haven’t seen the picture, it will definitely be beautiful if you think 
about it. 

So he said to Nanako, “If that’s the case, then next spring, I must go to Japan.” 

Ito Nanako said happily: “Really? Then we can agree! Next spring, I will wait for you in 
Japan!” 

The two reached an agreement, Nanako was in a good mood that could not be 
described in words, she couldn’t help holding charlie’s arm, and took the initiative to 
clasp his fingers tightly, and said softly beside him: “Mr. charlie, I am really happy today, 
Today was Oduosang’s birthday, I didn’t expect that I would be able to come to New 
York to meet you, and more importantly, Oduosang has returned to normal, which 
means too much to him…” 

Saying that, Nanako complained, “You don’t know what this stubborn old man looks like 
at home, he pulls a face every day, never sees him smiling, and often sighs, I know him 
too well, he needs to be strong. After a lifetime, I suddenly fell to the point where I need 
people to take care of my daily life. The gap in my heart will be very big, so big that it is 
unimaginable for ordinary people. It is very likely that I will not be able to get out of this 
life. It is you who gave Oduosang a new life. If it weren’t for you , he may be depressed 
until the moment of death…” 

Having said that, Nanako looked at charlie, while clenching his hand tightly, and said 
very seriously: “Jun charlie, thank you! Thank you for giving such precious medicine to 
Odosan, I can take a single Huichundan before. For hundreds of billions of dollars, if the 
medicinal pill you gave to Oduosang this time is auctioned, I am afraid the price will not 
be lower than that of Huichundan?” 

charlie smiled and said, “If the medicinal pills are put at the auction, they will naturally 
fetch a very high price, but I will most likely not hold medicinal pill auctions in the future.” 

Nanako asked curiously, “Why? Wasn’t the last auction very successful?” 

charlie sighed: “The world in my eyes now and the world in my eyes at the auction have 
changed a lot.” 

After speaking, charlie continued: “At the auction, I felt that my competitors in this world 
were nothing more than three top families, including my grandfather’s family.” 



“However, I realized some time ago that in this world, there are actually some 
competitors that I don’t know, or even know nothing about, and the strength of these 
competitors may be much stronger than those of the top families. .” 

Then, charlie briefly told Ito Nanako what happened to her grandparents some time ago. 

After Ito Nanako heard this, she was speechless in shock. 
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She couldn’t help but sigh: “charliejun, it is not unusual for me to have a family of 
hundreds of years. 

 Although there have been various turmoils all over the world in the past few hundred 
years, Japan has a geographical advantage, so there is basically no domestic situation.  

What is the war, so in Japan, almost every ninja family has a history of hundreds of 
years, and many old brands have a long history…” 

“But to be honest, I have never heard of any family or organization that can continue to 
grow and develop in this almost top-secret way for hundreds of years…” 

After speaking, Nanako said again: “Jun charlie, the dead men you just mentioned can 
be controlled by this organization for hundreds of years, and for hundreds of years, 
these dead men have not figured out the specific situation of the organization, even I 
don’t know where I live on weekdays, which requires this organization to have a strong 
control over the dead, and in order to achieve this control, the gap in levels must be 
large enough to be possible…” 

Speaking of this, Nanako said with a solemn expression: “These dead men give me the 
feeling that they are like monkeys kept in a zoo by people.  

Apart from surviving according to the requirements of the captive people, they have no 
resistance to their own destiny.  

The problem is that these dead men are not monkeys, but living people, which means 
that the organization behind them is much higher than that of people, and may not be in 
the same realm as us. already.” 

charlie nodded and said with emotion: “I also felt like a frog in the bottom of the well 
because of this incident, so now I look back at the Hui Chundan auction, which is 
somewhat hasty, I should have Huichundan is highly confidential and should not be put 
up for auction in a grand manner.” 

Ito Nanako pondered for a moment, then said seriously: “Mr. charlie, in my consistent 
understanding, strength and fame are almost complementary to each other.  



It’s like putting a cast-iron teapot on a charcoal fire. The temperature of the teapot is 
naturally higher. Under this basic logic, as long as the fire is strong enough, the water in 
the teapot can be dried, and even the teapot can be melted. When we see the teapot 
being melted by the fire, we will not feel this matter. beyond our comprehension.” 

Speaking of which, Ito Nanako changed her words and said: “However, this mysterious 
organization has now subverted this basic logic.  

According to you, their strength should be very strong, but their popularity is almost 
zero. It seems that the fire in the stove has turned red, but the water in the teapot is still 
cold and biting. Know.” 

charlie nodded and sighed: “I have the same thoughts as you, so in my subconscious, 
the strength of this organization should be much stronger than the three major families I 
know, but how much stronger is still a mystery.” 

Ito Nanako suddenly raised her head to look at charlie, and said subconsciously, “Jun 
charlie…Actually…in my eyes, you used to be like this… 

When I didn’t know you, your strength was completely beyond your reach. I have never 
heard of you at that time. I asked someone to investigate your background and found 
out that you are just the son-in-law of a small family in Aurous Hill,  

which makes me even more incredible. If you didn’t take the initiative Showing strength 
in front of me, I may never guess in my life that such a powerful son-in-law is hidden in 
a small local family in Aurous Hill.” 

Speaking of this, Ito Nanako asked charlie: “charlie, would you in my eyes be like the 
mysterious organization in your eyes now? It may be hidden in a corner that you didn’t 
pay attention to before. No one knows how powerful they are until they show their 
power.” 

charlie suddenly raised his eyebrows. 

He felt that what Nanako said was very reasonable, and even gave him a new idea. 

I have always wanted to know the origin of that mysterious organization, but as Nanako 
said, there must be many people who want to find out what they are like, just as they 
want to understand that mysterious organization. 

In other words, this mysterious organization is very likely to hide in an inconspicuous 
corner with an inconspicuous identity, just like he lives in the Willson family… 
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Ito Takehiko and Tanaka Koichi jogged in Central Park for nearly half an hour, and they 
were not yet addicted to running. 

  If it wasn’t for the time to start the birthday party, the two would probably be able to 
run to the second half of the night in one breath. 

  On the way back, Ito Yuhiko was very happy, wiping the sweat with his hands, and 
said to Tanaka Koichi: “Tanaka, I didn’t enjoy running just now. I will come out for a 
morning run at six o’clock tomorrow morning, and I will run three laps around Central 
Park!” 

  Tanaka Koichi immediately said respectfully, “As your lord.” 

  Ito Nanako couldn’t help but reminded: “Odosan, just recovered, so don’t exercise 
too vigorously.” 

  Ito Takehiko waved his hand and said seriously, “Follow Mr. Wade’s instructions. , 
After returning to Japan, I can’t go out for a run so casually, and while no one in the 
United States knows me, I try to walk and run as much as possible, and when I go back, 
I still have to pretend to be a disabled person for everyone to see.” 

  Ito When Nanako heard this, she nodded lightly in understanding, but did not insist 
any longer. 

  However, Ito Nanako suddenly remembered something, and said expectantly, 
“Odosan, since you like the feeling that no one knows you, let’s stay in New York for a 
while.” 

  ”Okay!” Ito Takehiko agreed almost without hesitation, and said with a smile, “Once 
I came back to Japan, I could only live a secluded life. Thinking about it, I was really 
unwilling. It would be nice if I could spend a few more days in the United States at 
ease!” 

  Ito Nanako thought. She was also very happy. She actually wanted to spend more 
time in New York. After all, charlie was here, so she could spend more time with him if 
she stayed. 

  So, she couldn’t help but ask charlie: “charlie, how long are you going to stay in 
New York?” 

  Ito Nanako’s question made charlie not know how to respond for a while. 

  In fact, what he wants to do has basically been done. 

  He has killed Soleil and most of her accomplices, as well as the entire criminal 
group behind her. 



  Moreover, the escaped Stella has been closely monitored by the people of 
Wanlong Palace. As long as she is brought back, her mother-in-law, Elaine, will be able 
to clear her suspicions and restore her freedom. 

  The reason why the people in Wanlong Temple did not immediately capture Stella 
was because charlie wanted to rescue Li Yalin first, and then cure Ito Yuhiko, Tanaka 
Koichi, and Kairi. 

  Now, Li Yalin has been reunited with his family, and the two masters and servants, 
Ito Yuhiko and Tanaka Koichi, are also alive and kicking, and now Kairi is the only one 
missing. 

  And more than an hour later, Kairi will also land in New York, so it stands to reason 
that in the morning tomorrow morning, charlie can ask the people from Wanlong Palace 
to bring Stella to New York. As long as this woman is brought to justice, charlie who has 
‘Bed The mother-in-law, who is known as Fudshan’s ghosts and sorrows, can also be 
released from prison. 

  However, seeing that Ito Nanako intends to stay in New York for a few days, charlie 
felt a little reluctant in his heart, and said, “I should still stay in New York for two or three 
days, and when I finish my mother-in-law’s affairs, I will Back to Providence.” 

  Ito Nanako nodded and said without hesitation, “Then we will stay in New York for a 
few more days, and we will return to Japan when charlie leaves New York.” 

  ”Okay.” charlie readily agreed. . 

  When the four returned to the hotel, a sumptuous banquet had been prepared in 
charlie’s presidential suite. 

  Since it was Takehiko Ito’s birthday, charlie was completely looking at Nanako Ito, 
so he prepared the banquet, so Isaac Cameron, Don Albert, and Xion were not 
arranged to attend the banquet. 

  Moreover, Xion’s mother Kairi was about to land in New York in more than an hour. 
At this time, her mind was already on her mother. 

  At the dinner table, Ito Takehiko sat on charlie’s right hand, Ito Nanako sat on 
charlie’s left, and Ito Emi and Tanaka Hiroichi sat opposite each other. There were only 
five people in total, so they seemed relatively relaxed. 

  Ito Yuhiko filled the wine glasses for charlie and himself, and then brought Tanaka 
Hiroshi with him, and said respectfully to charlie, “Mr. Wade, please give Tanaka and 
me a chance, and let us both toast you!” 



  charlie nodded slightly, picked up the glass, and said indifferently: “Mr. Ito, with this 
glass of wine, I wish you a happy 50th birthday.” 

  Ito Yuhiko said flattered: “Mr. Wade, you are so polite! This birthday, It is the most 
unforgettable birthday for Xia over the years, and everything must be thanked for your 
generosity!” 

  After speaking, he said a little ashamedly: “Mr. Wade, you have always asked Xia 
to make a wish before, but Xia is still a little reluctant. , now it seems that it is really a 
frog going down the well, please don’t follow the general knowledge!” 

  charlie politely said: “Mr. Ito is serious, most people will not believe in the 
regeneration of severed limbs, you are not here. It’s normal to hold out hope, and I can 
understand it, so you don’t have to mind.” 
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Saying that, charlie pointed at the wine glass and smiled: “I have already said a lot of 
polite words. From now on, let this banquet return to its original theme. Happy birthday, 
Mr. Ito, I will do it first as a courtesy.” 

  Ito saw that charlie intended to turn the story of reshaping Dan, so he said very 
wisely: “Thank you, Mr. Wade, for your blessing, I will do it next time!” 

  At the same time. 

  A Gulfstream business jet belonging to the banks family was flying at high speed 
over the United States. The plane was only an hour away from New York at this time. 

  The eldest son of the banks family, Zayne, also the father of Zara and Xion, slept 
all the way in the bedroom inside the plane. 

  Approaching the destination, Zayne finally woke up and walked out of the bedroom. 

  At this time, Kairi was sitting by the window, staring out the window in a daze. 

  Zayne looked at Kairi’s profile, and couldn’t help feeling a little throbbing in his 
heart. 

  In fact, Kairi is very beautiful. Years of practicing martial arts make her look 
younger than other women of the same age, and it also keeps her figure very slim, so 
she looks like she is in her early thirties. 

  However, the only regret is her empty right sleeve. 



  Recently, Zayne, who divorced his original wife Deana, has been under house 
arrest by Kairi in Aurous Hill according to charlie’s request. 

  However, despite being under house arrest, Kairi still took great care of him. 

  In Aurous Hill, Zayne had no restrictions on all other freedoms except that he could 
not go out, and Kairi also took care of him in every possible way, which made Zayne’s 
life a lot more comfortable. 

  For a long time before this, Zayne’s life was a bit chaotic. 

  He was like the urinal of the old man Lord Banks. He was kicked and kicked by the 
old man. Fortunately, Kairi gave him a safe, secure and warm place to stay, which 
made him feel a lot more secure recently. 

  Although the present Zayne has long lost the prestige and power of banks’s elder 
son, this bland and stable life still gives him a lot of comfort. 

  However, his relationship with Kairi did not get any closer because of this “house 
arrest”. 

  During this period of time, Zayne was very moved by Kairi’s caring care for her, and 
his heart unavoidably rekindled some feelings for her, and Zayne had also found 
several opportunities to express his feelings to Kairi in private. 

  But what made him helpless was that Kairi didn’t give him a positive response 
every time. 

  He thought it was Kairi who was disappointed with him, and since the two of them 
had been away from their impulsiveness for many years, it was very likely that Kairi had 
no feelings for him. 

  But what he didn’t know was that in fact, Kairi had only loved him all his life, and he 
still does. 

  After all, when Kairi was still ignorant, he began to follow Zayne to protect him day 
and night, and his feelings have long been ingrained. 

  Later, they raised their daughters alone, and their feelings for him have not 
diminished in all these years. 

  However, Kairi has always been very inferior in front of Zayne. 

  Back then , I was inferior because of the distinction between superiors and 
inferiors; 



  but now I am inferior because of my physical disability. 

  She felt that although Zayne was no longer as high and high-spirited as he was 
back then, he was still the eldest son of the banks family. How could such a man come 
together with a woman with a broken arm? 

  Therefore, even though Zayne often expressed his emotional position during this 
period, Kairi never dared to give him any positive response. 

  She felt that she was not worthy of Zayne at all. 

  When charlie takes back his house arrest in the future, he will definitely be able to 
find a woman who is better than himself and more suitable for him than himself. 

  I was pregnant with his child back then, but when this incident happened, I had 
already delayed him once, and now how can I delay him a second time. 

  However, how could she have imagined that charlie had already set a hidden task 
for Zayne that no one knew about. 

  The key to whether Zayne can lift the ‘house arrest’ is whether she and Zayne can 
come together. 

 


